SportaFence Set-up

Fencing Without Boundaries
Attach Back Brace

Attach back brace with nut & bolt
Attach Back Brace

Attach back brace with nut & bolt
Attach Arm Brace

Attach arm brace with nut & bolt
Attach Arm Brace

Attach arm brace with nut & bolt
Attach Arm Brace to Top of Panel

Attach arm brace with bolt on chain to top of panel
Attach Arm Brace to Top of Panel

Attach arm brace with bolt on chain to top of panel
Insert Wheel Axel into the Panel

Insert top of wheel axel into panel; then insert bottom of axel.
Insert Wheel Axel into the Panel

Secure wheel axle into panel with tractor pin
Stand Panel Up then Secure Wheels

Secure wheels in rolling down position with axel arm
Panel with Wheels Up

Retract wheels with axel arm for wheels up position
Installing Yellow Safety Topper

Warming the topper will make this process easier.
Installing Yellow Safety Topper

Insert topper tool in yellow safety topper
Pull topper tool inside yellow safety topper to create a wide opening to install the topper.
Installing Yellow Safety Topper

Pull topper tool inside yellow safety topper to create a wide opening to install the topper.
Installing Yellow Safety Topper

Secure yellow safety topper with zip ties - 5 per panel
SportaFence Assembled
SportaFence Connected to Gator

SportaFence secured to gator with tow cable
Towing SportaFence

SportaFence pulled with gator